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Country for Old Men and the Pulitzer Prize winning The Road have generated significant increase in public and academic interest and lead to a surge in McCarthy scholarship. Despite the peak of interest in McCarthy's most recent novels and their adaptations, the author's 1985 novel Blood Meridian remains at the centre of McCarthy criticism. Approaches range from genre discussions, which generally view the novel as an anti-Western and critique of American mythology, to analyses of the central characters of the novel, the kid, and Judge Holden (Cant, 2008; Grammar, 1999; Kollin, 2001 ). The judge is at the centre of discussions of McCarthy's engagement with modernity; Vereen M. Bell and Nicholas Monk, for example, agree that Judge Holden represents the Enlightenment project pressed to its logical extreme (Bell, 1988; Monk, 2002; Monk, 2013) . Additionally, the novel has frequently been examined in terms of its portrayal of landscapes and spaces as well as the scope of its representation of violence, often in historical connection to the American Westward Expansion (Jillett, 2016 Originally conceived as part of a larger research project, the 'And So the Judge Returns: Blood Meridian Workshop' generated significant interest not only at the University of Warwick, but among McCarthy aficionados globally. Particularly The Cormac McCarthy Society's interest and assistance in advertising the event made live-streaming a viable option. The University of Warwick has a history of making events like this workshop accessible through recording and live-streaming which facilitated changing the concept from a low-key internal event to a globally accessible international conference. Kindly sponsored by the Institute for Advanced Teaching and Learning, we succeeded in creating a physical and virtual space in which to share ideas and showcase a selection of the manifold approaches to McCarthy's enigmatic novel. While live-streaming tripled the numbers during the day, the subsequent availability of the unedited recordings reached a peak audience of between 215 and 430 views during 21 days after the workshop. The video recordings are now accessible through YouTube and the sound recording potentially on SoundCloud. Viewer numbers on these channels will be assessed in the future.
Opening the day with his workshop 'Becoming the Judge: A Practical Exploration of Judge Holden's Ideas' (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_8WcXPpgedQ), Dr Nicholas Monk offered the opportunity for small groups to approach the novels inscrutable antagonist through a question-and-answer scheme. In a separate space and in groups of three the participants formulated two questions and nominated one 'judge' to answer these queries. In the carefully conceived and created centre space, a campfire setting with artificial fire and decorated with blankets and cushions, the group came together to share their ideas of Judge Holden's character. The nominated judges received a black hat and faced their questioners. The exercise showed four skilfully executed impressions of McCarthy's Judge Holden. The multifaceted portrayals highlighted the possibilities for a cryptic, pragmatic, sombre and solemn, honest, and fraudulent antagonist and challenged his relationship with the kid, questioned his sexuality, his position on power and choice, failure and the dance motif. The judge's looming presence and uncompromising position on violence and war generated questions about his motivation and ultimate aim in creating chaos as well as the true extent to which Judge Holden is in control of his own and his companions' actions. Interestingly, the question of the judge's relationship with the kid led two different groups to the conclusion that the judge appears to feel threatened by the kid which eventually leads to the kid's obliteration in the 'jakes' scene. Referring to the novels ending, questions about change -cultural and historical -and its effect on Judge Holden and his environment were raised and it was suggested that the judge might in fact be weary of the dance, of the violence that permeates the novel and is both exceptional and unexceptional in its intensity.
While the attending group engaged in Monk's workshop, the live audience expressed interest and surprise, stating that they had never understood the novel, and indeed the judge, in the way it was being discussed on site. A large percentage of the online audience consisted of non-academics, since the advertising support by the publishing house RandomHouse through social media generated significant interest especially in the US. Interestingly, this audience raised the question of the lack of a female judge despite several female attendants. This question mirrors the stark lack of female presence in McCarthy's texts and warrants further examination, albeit in a different format. While, as Holloway points out, a reading of McCarthy's texts through a neoconservative lens is not entirely original, it is nevertheless diametrically opposed to the generally liberal sentiments of McCarthy's academic audience and thus sheds light onto issues that may have previously been overlooked in McCarthy criticism. The author's notorious avoidance of public commentary as well as the substance of his work have rendered a firm situation of his political position impossible. Holloway had been specifically invited by the organiser to address these issues since this approach has great potential for discussion. The discussion time scheduled for Holloway's session had to be postponed and no specific reference to the paper was made during the round table session at the end of the day. However, Holloway's reading of McCarthy addressed increasingly urgent questions about the history and future of right-wing rhetoric in the United States.
In the ensuing panel, Katja Laug pointed out that McCarthy's characters are shallow, they lack interiority and their motivation and thought processes remain unknowable. In her paper '"Everywhere the dying groaned and gibbered": Scars, Wounds, and Mutilation in Blood Meridian' (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Im_WgnuJzOg) Laug suggested that McCarthy replaces interiority with exteriority and marks his characters' bodies to render them readable both for the audience and characters within the novel. Such markings on McCarthy's bodies appear in various forms, wounds and scars as the title suggests, but also ethnicity markers and tribal affiliation. The marauding Glanton Gang explicitly consists of individual characters only when accompanied from an internal perspective. Witnessing the gang from an external perspective, particularly during acts of violence and violation, they become 'spectre horsemen', an accumulation of scars, wounds, mutilations, and tattoos. Laug suggested that these bodily markings render recognisable affiliations which only terminate in death. Violence, she continued, marks its partisans as capable warriors and its scars evidence survival skills. In Blood Meridian especially, it remains unclear if Judge Holden or the kid should be read as protagonist since each is described in minute detail which, according to Laug, signifies importance and position within McCarthy's novels. In addition, Judge Holden is the novels only character that remains unscarred and unscathed which Laug linked to his role as avatar of space, a suggestion relating to her previous work on the enigmatic character of the judge. Dr Dan O'Hara (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j4vds5VGLZY) then introduced his reading by situating the novel at a time when there was a shift from concealed violence in the American South to unconcealed violence accompanying the Westward expansion. O'Hara discussed the icon of the cowboy that accompanies the myth of American violence as regenerative and holding identifiable American values that were retrospectively invented. The life of a cowboy, O'Hara suggested, was intensely uneventful and consisted mainly in a group of men herding cattle from one place to another, the reality of which is aptly portrayed in the 1972 movie Culpepper Cattle Company. Only in 1860 was the cowboy transformed into a folk hero of rugged individualism whose iconography is equated with freedom and is used in advertising and marketing to this day. The movie Culpepper Cattle Company and the novel Blood Meridian, O'Hara suggested, also share the basic plot of a tale of initiation of a young man who is both mediator of the new corporate landscape and the virgin lands that holds the myth of Manifest Destiny. As such the kid becomes an archetypical avenging angel who, despite being excluded from both the old and the new society, fights the one to protect the other. O'Hara also pointed out the holy war rhetoric that until today affects mainstream religious and political thought in US America and suggested that this is not germane only to Islam, but also to American religious rhetoric. This acuteness renders Blood Meridian 'a timely novel' that is both prophetic and proleptic, relevant not only at its time of publication but also in light of very recent events -the workshop took place only seven days after the Paris attacks on Friday 13 November 2015. O'Hara then proceeded to read from the end of the novel, specifically the final meeting between Judge Holden and the kid who has at this stage grown into a man.
The final gathering of the workshop was reserved for the Roundtable (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QBDDtPQyT0k) during which the day's topics could be discussed and questions raised. Leading into the roundtable with O'Hara's reading and referencing Josyph's earlier remarks, the group shared experiences of reading the novel aloud.
O'Hara recounted the difficulty in finding the right emphasis for this reading and applying the same stress as when reading silently. The participants agreed that the novels rhetorical adeptness has its own physicality. The various experiences of reading the novel led to the question of who is in charge in Blood Meridian, the narrator, the reader, or Judge Holden. It became clear during the discussion that the focus remains on the enigmatic Judge Holden and his seductive rhetoric and all-encompassing violence. Peter Josyph posed the question of how Europeans view such violence, particularly in light of the recent terror attacks in Paris. Interestingly, the reply differed between male and female participants. Whereas Laug stated that to her this violence was still alien and rare on European soil, the male position was summarized by Nick Monk quoting McCarthy: 'young men love [war] and old men love it in them' (McCarthy, 2010: 262). It was proposed that in Blood Meridian's cosmos the only truth is violence and that McCarthy's novels articulate this truth. O'Hara stated that his impression is that if he understood the judge, he would be able to understand the violence in all of McCarthy's novels. Continuing from the question of violence in McCarthy's work, Josyph stressed the vast amount of research that has gone into writing the novel and how its descriptions echo with descriptions of war in novels such as Michael Herr's 1977 Vietnam novel Dispatches. The group continued the discussion leading on to the question of whether or not reading Blood Meridian should be enjoyable given the extremity of the violence it depicts. Holloway posited that violence in Blood Meridian is easier to read than, for example, in The Road. He suggested that Blood Meridian offers no interiority and its characters appear therefore unaffected by the violence. The enjoyment in reading the novel, all participants agreed, also derives from its beautiful and poetic language and complexity. James Christie then leads the discussion towards the often complex and awkward sexual undertones in the novel, asking why in the last scene two men would go to 'the jakes' together. Discussing the novels sexual undertones led the group back to Judge Holden and his paedophilic tendencies and the impression that he rejuvenates through murdering and violating children. This raised the question of what actually happens between the judge and the kid in the final scene in the jakes and the discussion ended on O'Hara's suggestion that the judge might be dead and the kid has become the judge. This last claim was met with enthusiastic approval by the online audience.
In the 'And So the Judge Returns: Blood Meridian Workshop', we successfully created an environment for all participants to share thoughts and ideas. Despite the success of the project and its relevance, both within a larger research project and in the field of McCarthy studies, some lessons can be learned for similar projects in the future. Stricter time keeping during the day would have provided room for more specific discussions after sessions. Furthermore, Monk's successful workshop suggests that creative sessions provide great potential for discussion and fruitful group work and should be included more in such events. Sharing the workshop through live-stream made academic work accessible to a non-academic audience and revealed the popular interest in both the author and the workings of academia on the subject. McCarthy's rich prose continues to fascinate academics and non-academics alike and the texts' subjects relate to acute and pressing social and political issues and highlight the importance and relevance of literature and art in contemporary society. The topics and discussions during the workshop have added to the discourse on McCarthy's work and have shown the authors relevance both within and outside academia.
